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The VI edition of the International Conference on Learning, Innovation and Cooperation (Congreso Internacional sobre Aprendizaje, Innovación y Cooperación- CINAIC’21) was held at the Polytechnic University of Madrid from October 20 to 22, 2021.

The organizing institutions of the conference have been the Polytechnic University of Madrid, the University of Zaragoza, the University of Alicante, the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, the Center for Technological and Industrial Development (Ministry of Science and Innovation of the Government of Spain), the General Secretariat of Universities (Ministry of Universities of the Government of Spain) and the GRIAL Research Group of the University of Salamanca. The CINAIC international conference is organized in odd years and in even years CINAIC organizes seminars and citizen laboratories to promote learning and collaborative learning spaces.

The thematic areas of the conference are structured around trends in educational innovation, emerging educational technologies, open education and innovative learning methodologies.

A total of 121 research papers were presented during the conference, with the participation of 440 authors from 78 different institutions and 13 countries. The review process of the papers has been carried out by the scientific committee of the congress through a double blind peer review.

The CINAIC conference, in addition to being a meeting point, constitutes a space for the creation of innovative participation scenarios. Thus, in this VI edition, some permanent learning spaces have been presented, integrating research papers presented at the congress, round tables and workshops, with the participation of social agents.

Five workshops have been organized: "H5P in Moodle: everything you need to know...and something else!", "Real-time monitoring of cooperative work", "The literature review cookbook", "Personalizing the learning process without die trying" and "Gamifying everything... tastes better".

Guest speakers were also invited to give the inaugural conference ("Cooperation between academics and universities") and round tables ("Moodle up to date" and "In the educational context, can we reach a common way of measuring and evaluating innovation?")

The conference is structured into four committees and a committee coordination secretariat. The organizing committee, made up of representatives of the organizing institutions, is responsible for designing the structure of the conference. The scientific committee is in charge of specifying the evaluation criteria, the digital formats of the papers and oral presentations, as well as coordinating the peer review of the submitted papers. The editorial committee is in charge of defining the publication of the proceedings and the selection of collaborating scientific journals. The social action committee is in charge of defining and organizing the social activities of the conference, as well as micro-support for educational institutions in underprivileged countries.
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Domingo J. Gallego (Director of EBS Education. EBS Business School).
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